
Join Our Pilot Program!

“FASTER, MORE COMPLIANT,
HUMAN PROTOCOL MANAGEMENT”

CITI Synced 
As long as you are registered
as a Stockton affiliate for your
CITI training, all training
certificates will automatically
sync with your Cayuse profile.
No need for manual uploads!

Submission
Status
At any time you can see the
status of your protocol being
reviewed. Whether it’s under pre-
review with the IRB admin or is
waiting to be assigned to an IRB
member, you can see where your
studies are.  

Tracked Changes
Submitting a protocol modification?
No need to summarize the changes,
all changes are highlighted for
reviewers to see. Has the IRB admin
requested changes in their pre-
review? Any revision requests are
marked exactly where they need to
modified for ease of editing. 

SMARTFORM
LOGIC

When making a protocol
submission, based on your
responses, the subsequent
required fields are catered
to your specific needs. This

will help minimize
additional information or
attachment requests so

long as question prompts
are followed. 

EASE OF
COLLABORATION

Students can now be listed
as PIs for IRB submissions.

With Smartform logic, once
the PI identifies themselves

as a student Cayuse will
require a faculty member

to be assigned to the
project and sign off before

IRB re-routing. Task
assignment is another tool
available, where users can
assign specific tasks with

due dates to themselves or
their team members for

project management

REAL TIME
ASSISTANCE

Unsure how to answer a
question? The Cayuse

Admin has built in help
test available with

questions to provide
definitions, suggestions,
and links to additional

resources.
Having trouble with your
submission? Even as you

draft your IRB submission,
the Cayuse Admin can see
your progress in real time

and provide support. 

WHY CAYUSE?
Cayuse Human Ethics provides transparency in all phrases of
the protocol life cycle. Cayuse is renowned for it’s increased
efficiency for administrators, researchers, and community
members to collaborate. Using Cayuse Human Ethics will not
only reduce noncompliance risk, but accelerate review
processes as well.

https://stockton.edu/research-
sponsored-programs/irb.html

Stockton Main Campus
101 Vera King Farris Drive, L212E

CAYUSE HUMAN ETHICS

NEW IRB SUBMISSION
 PROCESS COMING SOON

BRITNY DILEO
IRB & CAYUSE ADMIN
britny.dileo@stockton.edu
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